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Ingredion is a global leader in manufacturing specialty  starches, and sweeteners and 
nutritional ingredients 

  We are the market leaders in developing consumer-winning natural clean label  
  products that taste delicious  

 We work with Food Processors as well as Industrial industries who manufacture 
consumers goods. 

  We add indulgence to everyday favourites to create textures that consumers want 

We help our customers reduce formulation costs while maintaining the quality of the 
eating experience end product  
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Technical Capabilities 
•  Ingredion Idea Labs™  

–  Science-Based Problem Solving 
–  Cereal, analytical and material science 
–  Process technology 
–  Applications development 
–  “Texture Center of Excellence” 

•  Culinology®, Sensory, and Consumer labs 

–  “DIAL-IN™ Texture” technology program 
–  “DIAL-IN™ Sweetness” technology program 

Culinology® is a a registered trademark of the Research Chefs of America 

  

Quest for the Delicious BalanceTM 
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The healthy vegetarian burger    
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High fibre bun featuring HI MAIZE® 260 resistant corn starch    
- delivers high fibre content 

High protein vegetarian burger featuring  VITESSENCE™ 
Pulse 3600 protein - a faba bean protein enables protein enrichment  
due to its high content of 55% and HOMECRAFT® Pulse 3103 flour 
- a faba bean flour used to provide good cutability and bite to the burger   

Reduced-fat harissa mayonnaise sauce (3.3% oil) featuring   
NOVATION® Indulge C2 starch  - an effective fat mimetic  
which provides mouthfeel and creaminess to the reduced fat mayonnaise sauce 
 

The amazing affordable burger    
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Reduced cost mayonnaise sauce (20% oil) featuring PRECISA  ®  
CLING 20i starch -  a cost-effective, high process resistance instant starch 
which replaces oil in mayonnaise and dressings enabling cost savings and providing 
body and viscosity. 
 

Cost-reduced beef burger (87% meat) featuring N-HANCE ® 59 
starch -  cost-effective starch that provides excellent water retention and binding 
to increase yield in the burger while enhancing texture and succulence  

HOMECRAFT® Pulse 4101 flour - a native chick pea flour that replaces 
part of the meat in the burger and contributes to the firmness and bite of the 
burger, and enhances the overall taste in <100% meat burgers 

Cost-reduced analogue cheese featuring PRECISA® 601 starch  - 
to rebuild the elasticity of the block cheese which is a function of casein  
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The flavoursome “free-from” burger  
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Egg-free burger sauce (40% oil) featuring N-CREAMER® 2000 starch - 
a cost-effective emulsifier which enables egg replacement  
 

Vegan cheese featuring PRECISA® 601 starch - a Corn and Tapioca 
starch which provides premium texture to analogue cheese similar to real cheese 

Beef burger with 94% meat featuring N-HANCE® 59 starch  which 
provides good water retention during cooking to enhance texture and juiciness and 

 HOMECRAFT® Pulse 4101 flour – a chick pea-based flour which contributes 
to the firmness and bite of the burger and enhances the overall taste in <100% meat 
burgers 

Gluten free bun featuring PRECISA® Bake GF texturising system -  a 
tapioca, potato and maize-based solution which enables the production  
of high quality gluten-free products, providing softness and resilience  
to soft breads (burger buns, toast bread, hotdog rolls…) 

The Tasty Clean Label Burger    
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Tahini mayonnaise sauce (45% oil) featuring NOVATION ® 5300 
Corn Starch - is instant clean label starch which provides good shear resistance, 
excellent shelf-life, supporting a clean label claim on food products 

 

Lamb burger with 94% meat featuring N-HANCE® 59 Potato 
Starch  – a clean label potato based starch that provides good water retention 
during cooking to enhance texture and juiciness, supporting a clean label claim on 
food products and      

HOMECRAFT® Pulse 4101 flour – a chick pea based flour which contributes 
to the firmness and bite of the burger and enhances the overall taste in <100% 
meat burgers 
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Featuring   FOAMATION® Q200 foaming agent 
 
Clean label ingredient which stabilises foam in beverages and makes the foam last 
longer 

https://vimeo.com/119461472 


